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GO Backpackers Hostel 

"Comfy Stay"

GO Backpackers Hostel offers good amenities and pocket-friendly prices,

making for a comfortable stay. The staff is quite friendly and makes your

stay easy. The rooms have basic modern amenities and the common areas

have WiFi facilities. The hostel is located in the charming Downtown

neighborhood, where all the hubbub is! The area is dotted with many

shopping outlets and restaurants.

 +1 780 423 4146  10209 100 Avenue Northwest, Edmonton AB

 by Booking.com 

HI Edmonton 

"Budget Accommodation"

Just off the Whyte Avenue entertainment strip, this Edmonton hostel is

within 3 km of the University of Alberta. Free amenities include parking,

Wi-Fi, linens and towels. Hostelling International Edmonton features

private and shared dormitory rooms. Free lockers are offered in each room

for storage. Ironing facilities are available upon request. Guests at the

Edmonton Hostelling International will have access to free coffee and tea

throughout the day. The private outdoor courtyard offers barbecue

facilities. A TV room, self catering kitchen and library are also available.

Downtown Edmonton is across the North Saskatchewan River from

Hostelling International. The West Edmonton Mall is within 5 km of the

hostel. Hostelling International is a membership organisation. All non-

members can purchase a membership card upon arrival or an additional

fee will be added to the room rate. See the fine print for more details.

 +1 780 988 6836  www.hihostels.ca/westernCanada/1

420/hi-edmonton_hi-

edmonton.hostel

 10647 81 Avenue Northwest, Edmonton

AB

 by KassandraBay   

Lister Centre 

"Residence of the Students"

Earlier known as the Lister Hall, Lister Centre is named after a former

University of Alberta employee, Reg Lister. The hostel is one of the largest

in the country and offers comfortable accommodation for the students

with basic facilities like internet, a well equipped gym, and a cafeteria. The

hostel has several well facilitated conference rooms. It is under the

management of University of Alberta Residence Services and is known for

its Lister Dodgeball League played by the residents of the hostel annually.

 +1 780 492 4242  www.residence.ualberta.ca/OurResi

dences/ListerHall.aspx

 11637 87 Avenue Northwest, University

of Alberta, Edmonton AB
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